
 

Complete George! Ask the Port Authority to Upgrade the George 
Washington Bridge Bike & Pedestrian Paths 

Posted by Eric McClure on February 08, 2017


When the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey released its proposed 
$32.2 billion 10-year capital plan last month, it included almost nothing for active 
transportation, save for the addition of bicycle and pedestrian access on a 
raised Bayonne Bridge and the new Goethals Bridge. At the same time, it tosses 
billions at questionable mega-projects like a LaGuardia Airport AirTrain.


The Port Authority's proposed capital plan makes no provision at all for 
widening the bicycle and pedestrian paths on the George Washington Bridge, 
which is about to undergo a nearly $2 billion re-cabling effort that will also 
replace the bridge's 85-year-old, seven-foot-wide paths. While the PA/NYNJ 
plan calls for replacing what's there with some minor upgrades, the advocacy 
group Complete George is calling for a significant expansion in space for people 
on bikes and on foot, as pictured below.





According to NYC DOT's 2015 12-hour counts, the George Washington Bridge 
carried almost 3,700 cyclists a day at peak use, a nearly two-thirds increase 
from just five years prior. That's more riders than either the Brooklyn Bridge or 
Queensboro Bridge in a fraction of the space allotted to bikes. And it's important 
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to remember that the GWB is the only bikeable and walkable connection 
between Northern New Jersey and New York City.


The Port Authority is accepting comments on its proposed 10-year capital plan 
until February 15, and the public can also comment at the PA/NYNJ board 
meeting on February 16, which will take place at 4 World Trade Center at 12 
p.m. You must register to speak in advance, here. 


Complete George has a comprehensive list of ways you can help advocate for 
expanded GWB bicycle and pedestrian paths at completegeorge.org/help/.


This is literally a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to improve non-motorized access 
to the George Washington Bridge. Please join us in taking action!
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